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Communications todayUnit 10

Vocabulary

1  Choose the correct answer:

b) a40-b) connection27-a) blog14-a) interests1-

b) personal41-c) by28-b) helmets15-c) advertise2-

d) place42-b) to29-d) smart16-d) apply3-

c) slept43-a) printing30-c) fax17-b) complicated4-

b) quite44-a) sports31-b) technology18-c) comments5-

d) to use45-b) immediately32-a) use19-b) device6-

b) of46-a) posted33-d) make20-d) connect7-

a) waved47-b) brain34-c) common21-c) communicate8-

d) into48-d) invented35-a) disappeared22-a) developments9-

c) make49-a) disadvantage36-c) thoughts23-a) visual10

a) to50-b) traditional37-d) replaced24-d) prediction11-

a) from38-b) purpose25-d) high-quality12-

d) of39-d) with26-b) digital13-

2  Find and correct the mistake:

RightWrongRightWrong

tofor11-interestsinteresting1-

tookmade12-applyreply2-

offrom13-advertiseadvertisement3-

ofto14-complicatedcomplicate4-

every dayeveryday15-seeingdrawing5-

playto play16-informationtimes6-

specialprivate17-sitesight7-

diarydairy18-devicedesign8-

samesimilar19-InsteadInstant9-

forwith20-makingdoing10-
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Grammar
 

1  Choose the correct answer:

c) am going to have31-a) will win21-b) am going11-c) will have1-

d) is going to wash32-c) will help22-a) will live12-b) will2-

c) to get33-b) will go23-a) am taking13-c) are going to be3-

d) would pass34-a) will pass24-d) will be14-d) will break4-

b) has finished35-b) starts25-d) will answer15-c) are going to break5-

d) is going to visit36-d) are going26-a) am going to play16-b) will be6-

b) will switch37-c) won’t27-a) will watch17-d) is going to7-

a) am going to buy38-d) will have28-d) will18-d) will8-

c) I’m leaving39-b) are going29-c) are going to drop19-d) is going to rain9-

b) will be40-b) will be30-d) is going to be20-b) will be10-

2  Rewrite the following sentences:
1- I am going to attend the conference.
2- I have decided to visit my uncle in hospital.
3- My dad is going to do business in Italy.
4- We are going to spend the weekend in the village.
5- Hani intends to paint his room tomorrow.
6- She is going to buy a new car.
7- I am going to travel to Saudi Arabia.
8- Mina is going to search for a new job.
9- Ahmed will help Ali with his problem tomorrow.

10- Mona is going to come to the party.
11- I am flying to China next month.
12- She hopes she will become an engineer /

 She hopes to become an engineer.
13- I will take my family out of dinner.
14- Khaled is going to book a plane ticket to Aswan.
15- I am going to buy a new car.
16- Nada is giving her birthday party next week. She has prepared everything.
17- When I visit you, I will tell you everything about my journey.
18- We all expect he will arrive next week.
19- I hope I won’t fail the exam.
20- Will you carry these heavy bags for me?

 Will you help me carry these heavy bags?
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1 Based on Unit 10TTestest
Language FunctionsA

1  Finish the following dialogue:  
1. I want to borrow a book about satellites.   2. Where can I find them?

3. How long can I borrow a book?   4. You are welcome.

2  Write what would you say in each of the following situations:
1. I will buy you a present if you get high marks.

2. I am going to visit my relatives at the weekend.

3. I think it is going to rain. There are dark clouds in the sky.

4. What are you going to do on your business trip?

Vocabulary and StructureB
3  Choose the correct answer: 

1- a) will be 4- c) form 7- b) am going to 10- c) updated
2- a) social 5- d) will clean 8- d) helmet 11- c) is giving
3- c) are going to 6- d) place 9- a) will resign 12- c) probably

4  Rewrite the following sentences using the word(s) in brackets to give the same meaning:    
1. Ehab is flying to Aswan. He has just bought the ticket.

2. I am going to build a block of flats.

3. I will take my friend out for dinner.

4. Mohammed is meeting Ali on Thursday the 25th.

5  Find and correct the mistake:

RightWrongRightWrong

inventeddiscovered3-makedo1-

socialsociable4-connectedcommunicated2-

ReadingC
6  Read the following passage, then answer the questions:

A) Answer the following questions:

1.  Because it gives the different meanings of a word. Also, it helps to pronounce a word 

correctly.

2. A dictionary at the end of some books which includes not many words.

3.  As it is better for a learner to try to understand the ideas of the passage and guess the meaning 

of the difficult word.

4. the difficult word.
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B) Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:
5. b) guess its meaning.    6. c) the pronunciation symbols.

7  Answer only four (4) of the following questions::
1.  Advantages: 1- Keeping in touch with friends and colleagues.

 2- Meeting new people.
 3- Passing on important information to a lot of people at the same time.

2. Disadvantages: 1- Wasting a lot of time.
 2- It can be easy to bully other people if the site is not checked or controlled.
 3-  It’s bad for your health and your eyes to spend so much time in front of a 

computer screen.
3.  Technology is not going to stand still. Scientists are going to continue inventing new, more 

complex ways of communicating.
4.  By the year 2023, scientists are predicting that we will be able to send text messages by the 

power of thought.
5.  By using a special helmet connected to our brain that will turn what we are thinking into a 

digital form.
6.  When people are in a difficult situation with no other means of communicating. For example, 

while travelling or in an emergency.
7.  In schools, in parts of trains and buses, in hospitals or on planes. You should never use a mobile 

phone when driving a car.

The Novel (Oliver Twist)D

8  A) Answer the following questions: 
1. Mr and Mrs Bumble.
2. Mr. Bumble became the manager of the workhouse and he married Mrs. Corney.
3. She was very ill and they thought she would die.
4. Yes. As she was his mother and she didn’t really want to worry him.
5.  I think that as he went to see Rose when he knew that she was ill and also he decided to stay 

with them to look after Rose.
B) Read the following quotation and then answer the questions:

a) Oliver said this to Harry.
b) He saw them looking at him through the window of his room.
c)  Harry tried to catch the men but he didn’t find anyone so he told Oliver that it was just a dream.

WritingE
9  Student’s own answers

TranslationF
10 A) Translate into English: 

������� 	�
 ����� �� ����� ������ ,������ ����� 	� ������ −�
�����!� "#$�� %��&�'(�� �$��)��� ��* +� -��./� −0

B) Translate into English:
Don’t let despair damage your life, but try to achieve your goals. 
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Charlotte BrontëUnit 11

Vocabulary

1  Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

d) with40-c) extremely27-b) settle14-a) clothe1-

a) servant41-a) character28-b) locked15-d) silent2-

a) over42-d) communication29-b) shouting16-b) dislikes3-

a) in43-c) roof30-d) Unfortunately17-b) relation4-

d) of44-c) discuss31-b) push18-c) miserable5-

b) referred45-b) follow32-c) hardly19-b) right6-

d) locked46-d) school33-c) upstairs20-d) governess7-

c) with47-b) common34-d) opposite21-c) hoof8-

d) for48-d) jumper35-a) used22-b) naughty9-

d) into49-b) surprised36-b) touch23-b) relation10

c) offered50-c) delighted37-d) accidentally24-a) contact11-

c) have38-c) climbed25-a) slipped12-

b) for39-c) enormous26-c) icy13-

2  Find the mistake in each of the following sentences, then write it correctly:

RightWrongRightWrong

offof9-dislikeunlikely1-

clothecloth10-silentnoisy2-

atin11-clothefeed3-

miserablemiser12-RightFight4-

lonelyalone13-HoofHalf5-

misslose14-poorerpoorest6-

withat15-fellfelt7-

AtIn16-alonga long8-
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UNIT 11

Grammar

 

1  Choose the correct answer:

a) had left31-b) sleeping21-a) was11-c) had come1-

d) didn’t sleep32-a) began22-c) had lived12-a) started2-

d) phoned33-d) took23-d) took13-d) had been3-

c) had34-c) having 24-b) had already eaten14-c) allowed4-

b) hardly35-b) had written25-b) left15-c) hadn’t slept5-

b) had done36-c) had been taken26-c) had got16-d) became6-

c) than37-c) Having27-d) had he read17-a) learnt7-

c) until38-c) had given28-c) had graduated18-d) had always lived8-

a) gave39-a) had drunk29-a) had just stopped19-b) had already walked9-

a) leaving40-b) found30-d) had slept20-b) had met10-

2  Rewrite the following sentences:

1- By the time Samir went to the club, he had finished work.

2- Having finished her shopping, Hala returned home.

3- After I had read (After reading) a story, I went to bed.

4- Before she went shopping, she had cleaned the flat.

5- After Samy had studied English, he had a break.

6- Mostafa didn’t go out until he had had a meal.

7- Ayman had seen the film by the time his relative came.

8- After I had got up at 6 o’clock, I went to my work.

9- My brother traveled abroad when he had completed his studies.

10- After we had asked them for help, they helped us.

11- As soon as I had done my homework, I went out with my friends.

12- We didn’t phone the police until we had seen the road accident.

13- No sooner had I gone out of the house than it began to rain.

14- Having come from Tanta, Eman slept because she was tired.

15- Ali won an important prize when he was 15.

16- After watching the new flat, we decided to buy it.

17- I took an aspirin because I had had a severe headache.

18- As soon as I had watched the match on TV, I slept.

19- When Mido arrived home, he began to eat.

20- As soon as I had finished my homework, I went to the cinema with my my friends.
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UNIT 11 Charlotte Brontë

2 Based on Unit 11TTestest
Language FunctionsA

1  Finish the following dialogue:  
1. Would you like to come with us?   2. I have to go to the hospital.

3. do you have to go there?    4. I am sorry to hear your bad news.

2  Write what would you say in each of the following situations:
1. I think it was an exciting match.

2. I agree with you. / I think you are right.

3. In my opinion the school activities are very useful.

4. I disagree with you. I think it is very useful.

Vocabulary and StructureB
3  Choose the correct answer: 

1- a) got 4- b) settle 7- d) Scarcely 10- d) governess
2- a) method 5- c) leaving 8- b) clothe 11- b) had learnt
3- d) had done 6- c) feed 9- a) had got up 12- c) into

4  Rewrite the following sentences using the word(s) in brackets to give the same meaning:    

1. Hana went out for the evening after she had had a shower.

2. Before making some notes, I read the report.

3. As soon as I had reached home, I had a shower.

4. I had finished my work by the time I visited my close friend.

5  Find and correct the mistake:

RightWrongRightWrong

tofor3-iceicy1-

locklook4-coldcool2-

ReadingC

6  Read the following passage, then answer the questions:

A) Answer the following questions:

1. Because you can find fast food restaurants in almost every big cities.

2.  The service is fast and so people don’t waste their time eating and preparing food. Also prices 

are cheap and handy.

3. Because of the large number of meals sold every day, costs are kept law.

4. They think that fast foods have no value and contain too much salt, carbohydrates and fat.
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UNIT 11

B) Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

5. c) fast food    6. d) comfortable and cheap.

7  Answer only four (4) of the following questions::
1. She went there on foot.

2. About eight kilometres away.

3. I think she was probably taught maths, music, history, geography, science and a language.

4. I think there were fewer.

5. No he wasn’t right as she saved his life and so he should have thanked her.

6.  I think because she spent most of her time in the big house with the family of the child she 

taught.

The Novel (Oliver Twist)D

8  A) Answer the following questions: 

1. He thought he had seen Fagin and Monks looking at him through the window.

2. It was when Rose became completely better.

3. He married Mrs. Corney.

4. Yes, I agree as he took his wife to meet Monks to tell him about Nurse Sally for money.

5. Yes as he asked Oliver to write to him if there is anything wrong with Mrs. Maylie and Rose.

B) Read the following quotation and then answer the questions:

a) Mrs. Bumble said this to Monks.

b) She was talking about Nurse Sally.

c) He was very angry.

WritingE
9  Student’s own answers

TranslationF
10 A) Translate into English: 

�+����� 	� ���� �1�* 2� ���3 	4� �3�56 "%�27 -8$3 9* :�� −�
�;�< 9��=� ��>= ?)�3 @A $�B 9* -��C −0

B) Translate into English:
The countryside is considered the least polluted area in Egypt.
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People at workUnit 12

Vocabulary

1  Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

d) as29-b) agency15-a) flight attendants1-

c) loaves30-a) travel agent16-b) firemen2-

d) apprentice31-c) out17-c) baker3-

d) block32-b) frightening18-c) architect4-

b) neatly33-a) recommended19-c) carpenter5-

a) hardly34-d) reasons20-a) serves6-

c) hard35-a) reservation21-d) for7-

c) qualifications36-c) make22-b) in8-

c) tiring37-b) do23-b) in9-

a) a38-b) improve24-b) into10-

c) sales assistant39-b) interpreting25-a) from11-

d) translate40-c) a job26-d) with12-

d) untidy27-a) customer13-

c) carpenter’s28-b) apply14-

2  Find and correct the mistake:

RightWrongRightWrong

sawsew11-studentscientist1-

snacksnake12-onin2-

injuredinjury13-cleanercustomer3-

mainlymain14-dentistvet4-

workshopworkhouse15-touristsales assistant5-

accommodationrecommendation16-guardgarden6-

brochureleaflet17-binpin7-

draftdrift18-mixfix8-

advertisementarrangement19-ovenheater9-

a longalong20-designercleaner10-
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UNIT 12

Grammar

 

1  Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

a) wants31-d) boils21-c) could11-c) got1-

b) to help32-a) if22-c) is12-d) didn’t touch2-

c) the day before33-c) is23-a) had been arrested13-c) was3-

d) told34-a) told24-b) was watching14-d) I could4-

b) had35-c) was traveling25-c) she is studying15-c) are5-

a) had done36-c) was26-d) asked16-a) said6-

b) said37-a) said27-a) will travel17-c) had taught7-

b) could score38-b) had to28-b) breaking18-c) was making8-

c) that he’d seen39-d) gets29-d) say19-d) had been repaired9-

 c) if40-c) should30-c) hadn’t found20-a) whether10-

2  Rewrite the following sentences:

1- Father told Leila that she had to revise for the final exam.
2- Hatem said that his grandfather had taught him how to organize his work.
3- My sister said,” I am doing my homework now.”
4- Hussein said that he had enjoyed being a baker.”
5- He said that the first thing he did when he got there was to turn on the ovens.
6- She asked me if I would take some photos of the tower for her./

 She asked me to take some photos of the tower for her.
7- Ali asked if I had done my homework.
8- The teacher told Kareem that he was late that day.
9- He told Mona that he would go to school the next day.

10- The teacher told us that Egypt lies in the North of Africa.
11- He said that he had to drive for his work and that he had his own car.
12- He told me just now that he has bought a new car.
13- Ali suggested going out for dinner.
14- Ali told me that he had been late for school that morning.
15- He told me he was reading a story then.
16- He wanted to know if Hana had got the right treatment.
17- Ahmed denied stealing my money.
18- He said that if it rained, they wouldn’t play the match.
19- My brother refused to give me his mobile.
20- He said to me,” I will call my friend tomorrow.”
21- She apologised to her boss for arriving late.
22- The teacher said that if I studied hard, I would join the faculty of medicine.
23- She offered to carry that heavy bag for me.
24- The teacher said to his students,” You have to take down some notes.”
25- He said to me, “Did you play this match yesterday?”
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UNIT 12 People at work

3 Based on Unit 12TTestest
Language FunctionsA

1  Finish the following dialogue:  

1. Would you like me to help you?   2. buy you anything

3. thank you, I have every thing here.  4. What about making the

2  Write what would you say in each of the following situations:

1. I have a two-week  holiday a year.

2. I chose to be a doctor to help poor people who are ill.

3. Ali! Amira told me that she had bought a new car.

4. I like meeting and talking to people.

Vocabulary and StructureB
3  Choose the correct answer: 

1- d) customers 4- b) was 7- c) rescue 10- d) said
2- b) had 5- b) saw 8- c) a) the following year 11- b) doing
3- a) improve 6- c) was cooking 9- a) badly 12- c) whether

4  Rewrite the following sentences using the word(s) in brackets to give the same meaning:    

1. He said that he had lived in Cairo two years before.

2. He told me that he had written my phone number.

3. He offered to make tea for me.

4. He asked his mother if she told his father about what had happened.

5  Find and correct the mistake:

RightWrongRightWrong

flightfight3-appliedreplied1-

outup4-coursecoarse2-

ReadingC
6  Read the following passage, then answer the questions:

A) Answer the following questions:

1.  Because he is writing a story about the science club that has done some projects about 

conserving energy.

2.  They made posters about conserving energy. They also learned about the efforts of scientists 

and engineers to find new energy sources. They made small models of solar energy panels 

that generate electricity from sunlight and windmills.
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UNIT 12

3. Using less electricity and using public means of transport.

4. I think science clubs encourage students to find solutions to energy problems.

B) Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

5. c) the science club members.  6. a) make electricity.

7  Answer only four (4) of the following questions::

1. They make bread and cakes.

2. She should be friendly and sociable. She should be good at speaking different languages.

3. They get passengers drinks and serves food.

4.  There will be documents/emails, etc. which need to be read by people who know only Arabic 

and others by people who don’t know any Arabic.

5. A secretary and Flight attendant as girls like talking to people and travelling a lot.

6. They can understand you easily and so they will be relaxed and happy.

The Novel (Oliver Twist)D

8  A) Answer the following questions: 

1. She loved her so much that she was extremely worried about her when she was ill.

2. He was waiting them in an old factory in the slums.

3.  To tell her about the talk between Fagin and Monks about Oliver and that Monks was 

Oliver’s half-brother who wanted to put him into trouble.

4. As she was a poor woman with an old shawl round her shoulders.

5. No I don’t think so as she knew that the slums were full of criminals.

B) Read the following quotation and then answer the questions:

a) Monks said this to Fagin.

b) At Fagin’s house.

c) Because he didn’t want Nancy to hear them.

WritingE
9  Student’s own answers

TranslationF
10 A) Translate into English: 

��D���� -����= &E* F����(� �������� -���� 	!A :�� −�
�GB����'� @4�� ( H7��� 9/ ;�$��)��� 	� F��3 ;�)� ���7� ���J* �K
 −0

B) Translate into English:

The civilised man is the one who behaves politely with his parents, teachers and friends.
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D WorkbookTTestest
Language FunctionsA

1  Finish the following dialogue:  
1. Do you have any plans for next weekend?

2. I plan to/My plan is to go to the science museum.

3. I agree./I’d go along with that./You’re right.

4. Will you come with me to the museum next time?

2  Write what would you say in each of the following situations:
1. I promise to return it next week./I promise that I’ll return it next week.

2. I promise I won’t.   3. I don’t agree with you.

4. I’ll help you (to carry it).

Vocabulary and StructureB

3  Choose the correct answer: 

1- a) 4- a) 7- b) 10- d)

2- c) 5- b) 8- c) 11- c)

3- c) 6- d) 9- c) 12- a)

4   Rewrite the following sentences using the word(s) in brackets, to give the same meaning:

1. We have lived in Damietta since 1996.

2. I met my old friends while I was (staying) in Hurghada.

3. Father told Leila that she had to revise well for the exam.

4. I’m going to attend the conference.

5  Find and correct the mistake in the following sentences:

RightWrongRightWrong

personalpersonnel3-offeredafforded1-

improveprove4-jobwork2-

ReadingC

6  Read the following passage, then answer the questions:

A) Answer the following questions:

1. He learned at a large shop in London.

2. The job as a flight attendant.
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3. So that people can read it on the internet and this might make them want to join his tours.

4.  He thinks they won’t need tour guides because tourists will have devices that can tell them 

about the places they visit.

B) Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

5. c)     6. b) 

7  Answer only four (4) of the following questions:

1. They wrote letters and used phones and fax machines.

2. They use smart phones (that can connect to the internet).

3.  ,  4.  ,  5.  ,  6. : Students’ own answers

The Novel (Oliver Twist)D

8  A) Answer the following questions:

1. Mrs Maylie asked him to visit because Rose was very ill.

2. He saw Fagin and another man/the man he had run into in the village.

3. He met Monks at an inn near the workhouse.

4 - 5: Students’ own answers

B) Read the following quotation and then answer the questions:

a) She tells Monks that Nurse Sally had taken a gold locket from Oliver’s mother.

b) Nurse Sally told her this before she died.

c)  She doesn’t care about the poor people. She has a warm room and they live in cold rooms. 

She is greedy because she wants money for the information she has.

WritingE
9  Student’s own answers

TranslationF
10 A) Translate into Arabic: 

 ���B�DC L� � M��DC � N%�� O�P�����Q �&��>�� -�2B(� R. :�!B −�
�� N���� ��� 9���2� @�� @DS���� 9�43 9* ��D!A : S6��� T :�� −0

B) Translate into English:

Salma said that she would travel to London.
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D LongmanTTestest

Language FunctionsA

1  Finish the following dialogue:  
1. Of course.    2. What do you want to know about animals?

3. Is that all?   4. Write “animals’ adaptation to deserts”.

2  Write what would you say in each of the following situations:
1. I’m thinking of an animal with a long nose and eats grass. What is it?

2. Do you know where the zoo is? / Do you know how to get to the zoo?

3. Where are you from? 

4. What is your new job like? / What do you do at your new job? / How is your new job?

Vocabulary and StructureB

3  Choose the correct answer: 

1- b) 4- b) 7- c) 10- a)

2- a) 5- d) 8- c) 11- c)

3- c) 6- d) 9- b) 12- b)

4   Rewrite the following sentences using the word(s) in brackets, to give the same meaning:

1. She didn’t get the full mark (till/until) she had studied a lot.

2. I am going to tell them all about the subject.

3. Ali asked Ayman if he could take him to the airport.

4. As soon as he had gone out, it began to rain.

5  Find and correct the mistake in the following sentences:

RightWrongRightWrong

forat3-dodoes1-

imaginativeimaginary4-goes ongoes to2-

ReadingC

6  Read the following passage, then answer the questions:

A) Answer the following questions:

1.  Because the 2016 Olympic Games will be in Rio. / They are building stadiums and hotels 

for the 2016 Olympic Games.
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2.  The slum residents don’t know where they will move to. / The slum residents have no where 

to move to.

3. Roads and public transport are also being built.

4.  They don’t have money for cars (and they live far from their work). Other reasonable 

answers should be accepted.

B) Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

5. a)     6. b) 

7  Answer only four (4) of the following questions:

1.  She didn’t use her real name to hide the fact that she was women. At that time in England, 

people thought that women should not write books and did not take their work seriously.

2. Both were very strong and clever women.

3 – 4 – 5 – 6 : Students’ own answers.

The Novel (Oliver Twist)D

8  A) Answer the following questions:

1. She wanted him to come and take care of Rose, who was very ill.

2. I think it was Monks / the same man who was with Fagin looking in the window.

3. Harry Maylie asked Oliver to write to him often to tell him the news of Rose and his mother.

4. He wanted to know if she had taken anything from Oliver’s mother.

B) Read the following quotation and then answer the questions:

1. Monks said this.

2. He was speaking to Mr Bumble.

3. Because Mr Bumble was the master of the workhouse.  (Answers may vary.)

WritingE
9  Student’s own answers.

TranslationF
10 A) Translate into Arabic: 

���� ����U ��1� H)D� ����>2�� V�3��D>�� @� D&E −�
��D$E �EW 	� 	<* ���� ( −0

B) Translate into English:

I haven’t finished my homework yet.
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Great works of engineeringUnit 13

Vocabulary

1  Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

b) rights31-a) Waterway16-a) frozen1-

a) pay32-d) shorten17-d) altitude2-

d) immediately33-c) altogether18-b) sea level3-

a) breathe34-a) amazing19-c) oxygen4-

a) of35-b) engineering20-c) permanently5-

b) right36-b) incredible21-a) run6-

b) trip37-d) bridge22-d) supply7-

d) includes38-c) specially23-b) stages8-

a) part39-c) thin24-b) Charge9-

a) year40-a) tunnel25-c) section10-

b) particular41-b) exactly26-c) operated11-

d) on42-d) station27-d) affected12-

b) for43-c) main28-a) income13-

d) caller44-c) authority29-b) over14-

a) massive45-d) linked30-c) stages15-

2  Find the mistake in each of the following sentences, then write it correctly:

RightWrongRightWrong

makedo9-stagelevel1-

havemake10-samesimilar2-

throughthorough11-lengthlong3-

effectaffect12-passingpassed4-

altitudeattitude13-voyageflight5-

frozenfreezing14-channelcanal6-

breathebreath15-placepart7-

aboutof8-
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UNIT 13

Grammar

 
1  Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

c) be built31-d) sent21-d) is grown11-c) are given1-

d) be painted32-b) is heated22-b) are used12-d) was built2-

c) be given33-c) is believed23-b) is used13-a) was damaged3-

d) was awarded34-c) was formed24-d) by14-b) visit4-

c) been arrested35-b) was destroyed25-a) is being15-a) was built5-

b) was written36-b) is being spent26-d) are carried16-b) was taken6-

b) was cleaned37-b) is played27-d) was written17-c) written7-

d) was painted38-c) have been built28-c) found18-a) is used8-

a) will be invited39-c) was made29-c) is being typed19-d) are visited9-

d) made40-a) is spoken30-c) was broken20-a) was built10

2  Rewrite the following sentences:

1- The Great Wall of China was built by thousands of men more than 2000 years ago.

2- The museum was built two hundred years ago.

3- Most plants were eaten by insects.

4- We will be invited to her wedding party.

5- My questions haven’t been answered properly.

6- The floor has been swept.

7- The housework hasn’t been done yet.

8- The missing car was found by the police.

9- My car has been stolen by the thieves.

10- Was the question answered?

11- How is your free time spent?

12- He was made to phone her by us.

13- The rooms are kept clean by the servant.

14-  Tickets can be bought at the stadium.

15- Nothing has been planned yet.

16- The car should be washed before going to the celebration.

17- Wonderful pictures are usually drawn by Dalia.

18- Some advice was given to me to get high marks.

19- Dinner is being prepared by Eman now.

20- His father took him to the stadium to attend the match.
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UNIT 13 Great works of engineering

4 Based on Unit 13TTestest
Language FunctionsA

1  Finish the following dialogue:  

1. How was your monthly test?    2. What about you?

3. Because my mother was very ill.   4. Thanks, I will try.

2  Write what would you say in each of the following situations:

1. You shouldn’t waste your time before your exams.

2. Yes, I know you are right.

3. You should have some rest.

4. Can you give me advice about the best hotels in Cairo?

Vocabulary and StructureB

3  Choose the correct answer: 

1- d) was being mended 4- b) be remembered 7- a) wide 10- a) on
2- b) use 5- d) be revised 8- b) burning 11- d) altitude
3- b) is expected 6- d) are made 9- b) warned 12- a) charged

4  Rewrite the following sentences using the word(s) in brackets to give the same meaning:    

1. The pyramids were built by the Ancient Egyptians thousands of years ago.

2. The river can be seen from the house.

3. The headmaster is respected by all teachers.

4. A mobile phone was bought by my father.

5  Find and correct the mistake:

RightWrongRightWrong

placepart3-permanentlypermanent1-

includescontains4-experienceexpert2-

ReadingC
6  Read the following passage, then answer the questions:

A) Answer the following questions:

1. Animal research has enabled researchers to develop treatments for diseases like smallpox.

2. They are forced to live in small cages and they may be unable to move.

3. Computer modelling.

4. (Answer may vary) I am against as they have the same rights as humans do.
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UNIT 13

B) Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

5. a)    6. d)

7  Answer only four (4) of the following questions::
1.  I think we should make use of them without polluting and damaging them. We should run them 

honestly and well.

2.  To control water in the Nile, to prevent flooding and as an important source of hydroelectric 

power.

3. Because there is important trade between the east and the west in spices, tea, fruit, oil, etc.

4. The Suez Canal.

5. To shorten the sea journey from the west to the east.

6. Yes, as it helped to warn and guide ships  and their sailors in the Mediterranean Sea.

The Novel (Oliver Twist)D

8  A) Answer the following questions: 
1.  She told her about the talk between Monks and Fagin and that Monks was Oliver’s 

half- brother and that he wanted to take Oliver’s money by making him a thief.

2. Every Sunday at 11 p.m. on London Bridge.

3.  Yes, I agree. He wanted to harm his half-brother Oliver by making him a thief to take all his 

father’s money alone.

4.  He wanted to find out who was Monks and why he wanted to make trouble to Oliver. He also 

wanted to know about Oliver’s money.

B) Read the following quotation and then answer the questions:
a) Nancy.

b) Rose.

c) No, as she was a poor girl before Mrs. Maylie adopted her.

WritingE
9  Student’s own answers

TranslationF
10 A) Translate into English: 

�XE����� Y��B(� 	� ���D��� �%��Z�� @� −�
�	$��� [\��� 	� �!]�� V�%��B H^�C ,�D</� F�A �]���� -\< −0

B) Translate into English:

Desert reclamation is the only way to achieve food security.
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Jules VerneUnit 14

Vocabulary

1  Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

d) with40-b) probably27-c) an argument14-c) fiction1-

a) catch41-b) north of28-d) argument15-c) lawyer2-

d) at42-c) of29-b) missed16-a) realise3-

c) looking43-d) in30-c) fortune17-a) balloon4-

a) saved44-c) with31-a) commit18-b) came out5-

d) servant45-a) believe32-b) in19-b) exploration6-

b) An exploration46-a) to going33-b) poetry20-b) An argument7-

b) submarine47-a) take34-c) by21-a) get8-

d) rescue48-a) drive35-d) transport22-b) early9-

c) kidnap49-d) reached36-c) out23-a) earned10

b) come out50-c) charity37-d) law24-b) father11-

d) stop38-c) kidnapped25-b) spending12-

a) missed39-c) journey26-d) route13-

2  Find the mistake in each of the following sentences, then write it correctly:

RightWrongRightWrong

fuelfoul9-balloonrocket1-

tofor10-lawyerinstructor2-

UnfortunatelyFortunately11-realisedrecognised3-

charitycharitable12-explorationexamination4-

routeroad13-argumentagreement5-

northnorthern14-catchlose6-

tooktalk15-fictionfictional7-

16-hourhours8-
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UNIT 14

Grammar
 

1  Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

c) what31-a) which21-b) where11-a) who1-
c) who32-c) where22-b) which12-d) who2-
b) when33-d) which23-a) where13-a) who3-
b) What34-b) which24-d) that14-d) which4-
c) whose35-a) whom25-b) which15-b) who5-
a) which36-c) which26-c) who16-a) who6-
c) whose37-d) that27-a) which17-b) where7-
c) whose38-c) whom28-a) who18-c) who8-
d) written39-b) whose29-c) whose19-b) which9-
b) which40-c) where30-b) when20-c) whom10

2  Rewrite the following sentences:
1- Charles Dickens was a famous English writer who was born in 1812.

2- Ernest Hemingway who wrote the Old Man and The Sea was an American.

3- The girl whose bag was stolen was crying.

4- The policeman who made a right decision is polite. /

 The policeman who is polite made a right decision.

5- The woman in whose house we spent two days was so generous.

6- It is March when I was born.

7- Sara who has won a prize money works as a secretary.

8- I bought a modern mobile which cost me a lot of money.

9- The man who saw the accident called the police.

10- It is Friday when I visit my grandfather.

11- The son whom the father punished severely was naughty.

12- I like Cairo in which I live very much.

13- That’s the boy whose brother sits next to me.

14- That’s the factory where I have worked for ten years. /

 That’s the factory which I have worked in for ten years.

15- The dress which you are wearing is very lovely.

16- This is the factory in which I work.

17- A new school was built next to the house where I live.

18- Students who are clever must be rewarded.

19- The boy whose hair is short is my son.

20- The friend who I called didn’t answer.

21- Helwan is the place where I was born.

22- I broke the camera which I borrowed from Hisham.

23- The lunch which we had at the restaurant yesterday was wonderful.

24- It’s Saturday when I usually play tennis.

25- The girl who is wearing white is my daughter.
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UNIT 14  Jules Verne

5 Based on Unit 14TTestest
Language FunctionsA

1  Finish the following dialogue:  

1. What bad news!     2. Would you like to visit him?

3. How can I get to his house?    4. No, thanks , it is kind of you.

2  Write what would you say in each of the following situations:

1. My favourite novelist is Naguib Mahfouz.

2. I think my most interesting journey was in Alexandria.

3. My journey to Sharm was so fantastic.

4. My family accompanied me on my last journey.

Vocabulary and StructureB

3  Choose the correct answer: 

1- a) out 4- c) where 7- a) missed 10- b) which
2- b) who 5- d) criminal 8- d) which 11- b) describe
3- d) infected 6- b) which 9- a) realised 12- b) whose

4  Rewrite the following sentences using the word(s) in brackets to give the same meaning:    

1. The policeman who caught the thief is my friend.

2. I went to the hospital where my father was treated.

3. I couldn’t carry the bag which was too heavy.

4. The doctor whose suitcase was lost was angry.

5  Find and correct the mistake:

RightWrongRightWrong

kidnappedhijacked3-sciencescientific1-

lawyerjudge4-poemsnovels2-

ReadingC

6  Read the following passage, then answer the questions:

A) Answer the following questions:

1.  Some people try at home with books and records or tapes; some use radio or television 

programmes; others go to the evening classes.

2. It helps people to do their work better.

3. From records, tapes, radio and television programmes.

4. Most people want to learn how to speak foreign languages.
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UNIT 14

B) Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

5. c)    6. c)

7  Answer only four (4) of the following questions::
1. She was called Ouda.

2. He thought that Fogg was a criminal but he found out that he wasn’t.

3. Yes I would like it by using a fast plane.

4.  As there were not any fast means of transport. It was difficult to travel all that distance in that 

little time.

5. As he was a rich man and so he had a lot of money to do that.

6. He learned to depend on himself and also to help other people.

The Novel (Oliver Twist)D

8  A) Answer the following questions: 
1. He planned to be a thief and take money from people.

2. He didn’t want anyone to know who he was. He called himself Moris Bolter.

3. She met Monks.

4. On London Bridge every Sunday at 11 in the evening.

5.  Yes, because she decided to help Oliver by telling Rose about Monks’s plan to take all his 

father’s money.

B) Read the following quotation and then answer the questions:
a) Noah Claypole to Fagin.

b) Charlotte (Noah’s wife)

c) Yes, he stole money from Mr. Sowerberry.

WritingE
9  Student’s own answers

TranslationF
10 A) Translate into English: 

��5A��<� +�� 9* �$7 V�P��_�� @A � N227 9D� -�6 :�E −� 
�<` +��A 	� �* �$��)��� 	� ��D>�� a� 	�!��� -�DZ�� ������ −0

B) Translate into English:

Sports clubs play an important role in society.
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PhopiasUnit 15

Vocabulary

1  Choose the correct answer:

c) virtual31-d) of16-c) fear1-

b) relaxed32-b) with17-d) phobia2-

b) effect33-c) tunnel18-c) dizzy3-

d) A questionnaire34-b) pass19-c) get over4-

b) felt35-c) calm20-c) avoid5-

d) with36-a) lifts21-b) heights6-

c) off37-b) real22-d) therapist7-

c) into38-b) affects23-b) groups8-

d) off39-a) open24-d) doll9-

a) in40-b) reminded25-b) parks10-

d) through41-a) sessions26-a) panic11-

a) dizzy42-b) disappointed27-a) about12-

d) get over43-d) Space28-d) of13-

d) irrational44-a) picked29-c) of14-

a) situation45-b) frightened30-a) from15-

2  Find and correct the mistake:

RightWrongRightWrong

offup9-visualvertical1-

tofrom10-RemindRemember2-

overup11-fellfailed3-

dizzyeasy12-irrationalirritable4-

voicesound13-effectaffect5-

poisonpoisonous14-sessionsseasons6-

shoutshoot15-withfor7-

domake8-
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UNIT 15

Grammar

 

1  Choose the correct answer:

b) must have been21-a) must be11-c) must1-

d) can’t have received22-b) might have12-d) might have found2-

b) must23-c) can’t13-a) must be3-

c) can’t24-d) might14-b) can’t have been4-

c) must have been25-c) can’t15-a) must have lost5-

a) must be26-a) must have been16-d) might have been6-

c) must have rained 27-c) can’t have17-b) can’t have seen7-

c) must have been eaten28-d) must have passed18-d) must have won8-

a) can’t29-c) must be 19-d) might have been9-

a) must30-a) must20-b) must have been10-

2  Rewrite the following sentences:

1. Tarek can’t have finished reading that book. He only started it two days ago.

2. Amal can’t have sold her car.

3. He must be Arab because he speaks Arabic well.

4. He must have gone to the theatre last night.

5. Yasser can’t have won the match. He looks sad.

6. They must have lost their match.

7. My mobile phone can’t have been stolen.

8. The were late. They may have missed the nine o’clock train.

9. Our teacher can’t have made this mistake.

10. Ahmed can’t be strong enough to carry this box.

11. He must be ill. I’ve seen him going to hospital.

12. This house must have been built in 2009.

13. He might come back tomorrow.

14. I phoned him but no one answered. He must have been out.

15. My father may come tomorrow.

16. Mr. Samir must have paid the phone bill.

17. He might have received my letter.

18. Ali must have done all his homework.

19. He might be an engineer.

20. Many new cities must have been built by the government.
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UNIT 15 Phopias

6 Based on Unit 15TTestest
Language FunctionsA

1  Finish the following dialogue:  
1. Yes, it is.  2. When did you buy it?

3. Where did you get it? / Tell me the place where you bought it.

4. How much did you pay for it?

2  Write what would you say in each of the following situations:
1. Do you have a phobia?

2. My phobia of snakes started when I was a child.

3. Stop making this noise or I will tell our father.

4. Don’t be frightened, they are not real.

We have to go to a therapist.

Vocabulary and StructureB

3  Choose the correct answer: 

1- c) worried 4- c) must be 7- d) relax 10- b) must have played
2- a) must have studied 5- c) landing 8- c) can’t 11- a) dizzy
3- b) rational 6- b) must have been 9- c) nervous 12- b) must have run

4  Rewrite the following sentences using the word(s) in brackets to give the same meaning:    

1. You got here very quickly. You must have walked very fast.

2. He might have left my umbrella in the restaurant last night.

3. He might travel by car.

4. We didn’t see Ahmed at school. He can’t have been at home either.

5  Find and correct the mistake:

RightWrongRightWrong

irrationalrational3-relaxedpanic1-

voicesound4-sessionsseasons2-

ReadingC

6  Read the following passage, then answer the questions:
A) Answer the following questions:

1. He was waiting for a friend.

2. The one who was wearing a suit and holding a plastic petrol can.
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3. No he didn’t have a car.

4. It refers to the money.

B) Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

5. c)    6. b)

7  A) Answer only four (4) of the following questions::
1.  Phobia of spiders. We can treat it by looking at a picture and then a real spider. Exam phobia. 

We can treat it by being relaxed before an exam.

2. A therapist.

3. They should relax and visit a therapist to have their treatment.

4. We can use it to put the persons with phobias in a virtual situation.

5.  Yes, as students with exam phobia may forget the most important information and so they may 

get low marks or fail.

6. To build their confidence with the therapist.

The Novel (Oliver Twist)D
8  A) Answer the following questions: 

1. She heard the talk between Monks and Fagin in which Monks told Fagin about this hotel.

2. Mr. Brownlow’s address.

3.  I agree as he thought that Oliver took the money and the books from Mr. Brownlow and ran 

away to his friends in the gang.

4. She realised that she could trust him as he was a cheerful and good man.

5. As that visit was after a long time and without giving him money.

B) Read the following quotation and then answer the questions:

1. Nancy to Rose..
2. From Monks in his talk with Fagin.
3.  As he wanted his half-brother Oliver to be a thief and be in prison to take all their father’s 

money.

WritingE
9  Student’s own answers

TranslationF
10 A) Translate into English: 

�b���� @� ��#= 9�3��� � N�� &E/� +����� -�� 	� c���� @� D&E −�
�9�)3U� �D2ZW @��4B 	� "%�J ���A 	� X����= ��&�� 9* GD� ?W ( ��� −0

B) Translate into English:

   The government is carrying out a lot of great national projects.
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E WorkbookTTestest
Language FunctionsA

1  Finish the following dialogue:  
1. Can you give me some advice?
2. How would you suggest that I revise/How do you think that I should revise for the English test?
3. She can’t have read all her notes.
4. Do you have a phobia about doing exams?

2  Write what would you say in each of the following situations:
1.  I don’t think you should walk. / I’d think twice about walking in the desert in August./If you 

want my honest opinion, I wouldn’t walk in the desert in August.
2. He/She might have forgotten.
3. It means that the school was opened/built in 1969.
4. I like to relax and watch the scenery from the train.

Vocabulary and StructureB
3  Choose the correct answer: 

1- b)      2- c)      3- d)      4- b)      5- b)      6- d)      7- d)      8- c)      9- a)      10- b)      11- a)      12- a)

4   Rewrite the following sentences using the word(s) in brackets, to give the same meaning:
1. Hadeel might have broken her leg.
2.  Mr Smith, who is from London, teaches us English./Mr Smith, who teaches us English, is from 

London.
3. Ahmed told us that he had been late because he had not caught the eight o’clock bus.
4. My grandfather had flu week, and he has not got over it yet.
5. The Suez Canal was started by a French engineer.

5  Find and correct the mistake in the following sentences:

RightWrongRightWrong

payprice3-inon1-

take / catchmiss4-affordinvite2-

ReadingC
6  Read the following passage, then answer the questions:

A) Answer the following questions:

1. It is the longest bridge in the world that has buildings on it.
2. Because they were made of wood.   3. You can buy souvenirs.
4.  Because it is very old, you can buy souvenirs there, and you can probably see the people 

making glass, plates and clothes.
B) Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:         5. a)    6. b) 

7  Answer only four (4) of the following questions:
1.  Because not many people travelled long distances in those days. There were no planes and the 

transport that they had was very slow.
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2. He believes Fogg can’t travel around the world in eighty days.
3. 4 , 5 , 6 : Students’ own answers.

The Novel (Oliver Twist)D
8  A) Answer the following questions:

1. He dropped the gold locket into the river.  2. He saw him walking into a house.
3. Nancy walks across London Bridge every Sunday night at 11 o’clock.
4 , 5 : Students’ own answers. 

B) Read the following quotation and then answer the questions:
1. Mrs Bumble said this to Monks.
2. He wants information about Nurse Sally / what Nurse Sally said about Oliver’s mother.
3. Students’ own answers.

WritingE
9  Student’s own answers

TranslationF
10 A) Translate into Arabic: 

�:3�6/� @��&�)��� d8��� T d8�� X��)�� ���7 b�#� 9* � N�D�6 T +5�D�6 T +5!E 9��2��� ��e� −�
?��B�DC 	� V�� S�>B ����� 9�4� 9* :�� G3* ����B �� −0

B) Translate into English:     The High Dam was opened in Aswan in 1970.

E LongmanTTestest
Language FunctionsA

1  Finish the following dialogue:  
1. Can I see it? 2. (No.) What’s wrong with it? 
3. What should I do?
4. You should take it back to the shop and ask them to give you a different phone.

2  Write what would you say in each of the following situations:
1. I completely agree with you. 
2. I disagree with you.
3. I’d rather not. Why don’t we go to the beach instead?
4. Congratulations! I can see (from your face) that you got high marks.

Vocabulary and StructureB
3  Choose the correct answer: 

1- d)      2- d)      3- d)      4- a)      5- a)      6- c)      7- c)      8- a)      9- d)      10- a)      11- b)      12- b)
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4   Rewrite the following sentences using the word(s) in brackets, to give the same meaning:
1. Soha might lend me her CD player.
2. English must be spoken in classes (by students).
3. The film which I saw last night , was boring.
4. The problem of pollution will be solved (by scientists)

5  Find and correct the mistake in the following sentences :

RightWrongRightWrong

outup out3-wonderswanders1-

byin4-alonga long2-

ReadingC
6  Read the following passage, then answer the questions:

A) Answer the following questions:
1. He needed a better system to read because the raised-print system wasn’t very good.
2. Punctuation, music and maths can be read.
3.  A blind person feels the raised dots with their finger tips. The dots are arranged in patterns to 

represent letters.
4. The Braille system became well known in 1868.
B) Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:       5. a)       6. b) 

7  Answer only four (4) of the following questions:
1. Fogg would win £20,000 if he travelled round the world in 80 days.
2. Phobias make people afraid to do ordinary things that don’t frighten other people.
3. , 4 , 5 , 6 : Student’s own opinion.

The Novel (Oliver Twist)D
8  A) Answer the following questions:

1. She wanted to tell Rose about Monks and Oliver.   2. They visited Mr Brownlow.
3. The Artful Dodger was the first to be arrested.   4. , 5. : Student’s own opinion.

B) Read the following quotation and then answer the questions:
1. Mr Brownlow said it.
2. It was the dark steps next to London Bridge.
3. She didn’t want to talk to them in the light on the bridge (so no one would see her).

WritingE
9  Student’s own answers

TranslationF
10 A) Translate into Arabic: 

�+����� +����� :]��A "�C
 �gD��� V����* −0  �9�4� "* 	� h]�i��� -�$�� � M���)� 9�4B 9* ?D!A −�
B) Translate into English: Pollution is a serious problem in many countries.
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Today’s world problemsUnit 16

Vocabulary

1  Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

c) recycling29-d) process15-a) extinct1-

a) with30-c) agricultural16-c) get rid of2-

b) off31-a) store17-d) survive3-

c) out32-b) suitable18-c) species4-

b) raised33-d) illegal19-a) habitat5-

b) get34-a) humanity20-c) threat6-

c) up35-c) growth21-b) ecosystem7-

c) result36-a) insect22-d) biodiversity8-

c) continued37-d) shortage23-a) role9-

d) carefully38-b) development24-b) down10

a) interest39-c) feed25-c) climate11-

c) hunter40-b) Electric26-b) Hectare12-

b) flooded27-d) production13-

c) environmental28-a) reclaim14-

2  Find the mistake in each of the following sentences, then write it correctly:

RightWrongRightWrong

oasisoases9-speciesspices1-

productiveproduction10-extinctdistinct2-

threatthreaten11-offrom3-

naturenatural12-offrom4-

electricalelectric13-habitatshabits5-

wellgood14-survivesurvival6-

fromof15-disappearancedisappear7-

hungerhungry8-
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Grammar

 

1  Choose the correct answer:

c) are meeting25-d) do13-c) will have become1-

b) won’t go26-b) have grown14-d) will have gone2-

c) will have been27-b) will have been15-d) will have disappeared3-

d) will have arranged28-d) will have eaten16-a) will have worked4-

d) starts29-a) will have finished17-c) will have learned5-

b) is going to sleep30-c) will have done18-c) will have grown6-

d) has finished31-a) will have had19-a) will live7-

b) will have been used32-d) will have been completed20-c) will have been8-

b) will have completed33-a) by21-a) will have taken9-

c) will be sleeping34-b) will be22-b) will have lived10-

d) will have been planted35-d) By the time23-a) will have played11-

a) have landed24-d) will have studied12-

2  Rewrite the following sentences:

1. By the age of 20, I will have been outside Egypt.

2. By next Friday, we will have finished our lessons.

3. He is going to clean his workplace alone.

4. By 6.30 tomorrow, Hana will have arrived.

5. After Ali has the tickets, he will travel to London.

6. By 2018, the government will have found a solution to the problem of traffic jam.

7. This time tomorrow, our house will have been cleaned.

8. In 3 hours, we will have finished the school report.

9. He is going to watch the match in the stadium.

10. I will have had my lunch by 3 o’clock.

11. They promise us they will come tomorrow.

12. I am going to pass all the next exams. It’s my intention.

13. By tomorrow morning, I will have finished this work.

14. In an hour, I will have arrived in Luxor.

15. We predict that Ali will get the full marks.
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UNIT 16

7 Based on Unit 16TTestest
Language FunctionsA

1  Finish the following dialogue:  

1. Why are you shouting and crying?    2. had a bad dream.

3. What did you see? / What did you dream about?   4. We should see a therapist.

2  Write what would you say in each of the following situations:

1. What about spending our holiday in Sharm?

2. No, I’d rather spend it in Ras Elbar.

3. Why don’t we go to the cinema?

4. Let’s go to the theatre.

Vocabulary and StructureB

3  Choose the correct answer: 

1- c) will enjoy 4- c) will have got married 7- c) extinction 10- d) agriculture
2- d) will have resigned 5- d) will pass 8- c) survive 11- b) discover
3- a) is going to 6- c) will have done 9- a) species 12- b) habitat

4  Rewrite the following sentences using the word(s) in brackets to give the same meaning:    

1. In 10 years we will have made a great progress in all fields.

2. I am having lunch with my friends tomorrow.

3. I hope to have a nice villa on the coast. / I hope I will have a nice villa on the coast.

4. I will have had my dinner by 9 o’clock.

5  Find and correct the mistake:

RightWrongRightWrong

suitablesuitability3-EcosystemEcotourism1-

reclaimingreclaim4-get / becomemake2-

ReadingC

6  Read the following passage, then answer the questions:

A) Answer the following questions:

 1.  It gave Egyptians a sufficient water supply and a rich fertilizer. It has been the key element 

in supporting farmers and others who have lived on its banks for thousands of years.

2.  Increasing pollution, the rapid increase in population and the bad management of water 

resources.
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3. By not wasting water, by not misusing water and by not polluting water.

4. fast = rapid                                         enough = sufficient

B) Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

5. c)    6. a)

7  Answer only four (4) of the following questions::

1.  Some people are worried that many of the species will have become extinct before we even 

know about them.

2. It is a good idea because the population will grow and we need more land to grow food.

3. It means that the farm produce is better and so we can produce more food.

4. As they take a long time to grow and cost much.

5. Yes, of course, to be sure that it is healthy.

6. Yes, as it will help to grow more food for the increasing population.

The Novel (Oliver Twist)D
8  A) Answer the following questions: 

1.  She went to Rose in the hotel and told her about Monks’s plan to make Oliver a thief to take 

all his father’s money.

2. At London Bridge at 11 in the evening every Sunday.

3. He saw Nancy with Rose and Mr. Brownlow.

4.  They offered her to go and live with them and leave the gang. She refused as she got used 

to living with Mr Sikes.

5.  Yes, as he managed to watch Nancy and could listen to what she said to Rose and Mr. 

Brownlow.

B) Read the following quotation and then answer the questions:
1. The Artful Dodger.

2. At the police station.

3. The magistrate was so angry as Jack Dawkins was so rude with him.\

WritingE
9  Student’s own answers

TranslationF
10 A) Translate into English: 

��D&� G� XD� -��6 d�_�� ��A X�#�� j�� 9
 −�
�V(�2B(� -��� 	� � ND$E � N���B 2� H��C ��� −0

B) Translate into English:

Now, we live the age of the computer, the internet and satellites.
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Conan DoyleUnit 17

Vocabulary

1  Choose the correct answer:

a) footprints40-b) train27-c) at14-d) scene1-

b) description41-c) fan28-d) into15-c) decorate2-

d) in42-a) dead29-b) for16-d) detective3-

a) on43-d) criminal30-c) up17-a) solved4-

b) in44-c) pipe31-c) for18-b) face5-

d) for45-d) illegal32-a) on19-a) photo6-

d) injuries46-d) shot33-c) crime20-c) hunting7-

b) inherited47-d) Inherit34-c) on21-b) expression8-

d) fictional48-d) boring35-d) clue22-b) hungry9-

b) crime49-a) wanted36-d) unfortunately23-d) landlady10

b) with50-a) bites37-c) drowned24-b) investigate11-

c) floors38-a) place25-b) legend12-

a) members39-c) feed26-b) an ordinary13-

2  Find the mistake in each of the following sentences, then write it correctly:

RightWrongRightWrong

scenessceneries9-inheritinvestigate1-

LegendLogic10-terrifiedterrifying2-

fansfins11-hungrythirsty3-

clueglue12-drownssinks4-

atin13-onin5-

intoout14-decorateddirected6-

modelmodule15-houndpound7-

landladylandlord8-
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Grammar
 

1  Choose the correct answer:

c) been built28-c) can be found19-d) was based10-c) was invented1-

b) be remembered29-b) use20-d) was painted11-b) is protected2-

c) were30-c) is being21-c) will be invited12-c) has been visited3-

a) has been31-b) is expected22-c) were told13-d) is being decorated4-

a) was prepared32-b) hasn’t been finished23-d) is picked14-c) have read5-

c) will be given33-d) are made24-c) to be15-b) has been stolen6-

d) had been arrested34-c) be tidied25-b) will be sent16-d) is visited7-

a) used35-d) are watching26-d) was being mended17-b) has been8-

d) be revised27-a) is supposed18-a) grow9-

2  Rewrite the following sentences:

1- My homework is always done before I watch TV.
2- The Suez Canal was taken over by Egypt in 1956.
3- Egypt is visited by a lot of tourists every year.
4- The pyramids were built thousands of years ago.
5- The museum has been visited by millions of people.
6- Last week, the film was being made in Baker Street by us.
7- Sherlock Holmes stories have been read by millions of tourists.
8- Hundreds of crimes were solved by Holmes and Watson.
9- A new Sherlock Holmes film is being made by a British Company.

10- The room has just been cleaned by my mother.
11- The government built this hospital last year.
12- My homework has to be done at once.
13- His house will have been built by 2020.
14- Shakespeare wrote King Lear.
15- Most of Hams’s shopping was done yesterday.
16- All teachers must respect the headmaster.
17- Lunch was being cooked by mother when we arrived.
18- The desert should be reclaimed for farming.
19- We were allowed to play the match in this playground.
20- A mobile phone was bought for me by my father.
21- After all the speech had been heard, they left.
22- My car has been stolen by the thieves.
23- New factories are being built by a foreign company.
24- The tickets must be booked before you enter the cinema.
25- I thought I was being watched by someone.
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UNIT 17

8 Based on Unit 17TTestest
Language FunctionsA

1  Finish the following dialogue:  
1. Who wrote it?     2. Did he write any other novels?

3. He also won the Noble Prize for literature. 4. I would like to read this novel.

2  Write what would you say in each of the following situations:
1. I heard the legend of the Hound of the Baskervilles.

2. What is the mystery of the legend you read?

3. Could you tell me where this story took place?

4. What a surprise! I didn’t expect this end.

Vocabulary and StructureB
3  Choose the correct answer: 

1- a) fans 4- b) drowned 7- b) landlady 10- c) was told
2- b) legend 5- b) is being used 8- b) is known 11- b) view
3- a) have taught 6- b) should be photographed 9- a) Injury 12- d) has been interviewed

4  Rewrite the following sentences using the word(s) in brackets to give the same meaning:    
1. The officer doesn’t think that my car will be found.

2. Has the food been cooked yet by your wife?

3. Nada has bought some books.

4. The food was being cooked by my mother when I called her.

5  Find and correct the mistake:

RightWrongRightWrong

fictionalfiction3-tooktold1-

solvedissolve4-boredboring2-

ReadingC

6  Read the following passage, then answer the questions:

A) Answer the following questions:

1. To be able to rob him of his money.

2. They looked like wrong-doers.

3. He started to abuse the conductor.

4.  A noisy battle of words followed and then one of the men cut open the robe of the landowner 

and stole his money.
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B) Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

5. a)     6. c)

7  Answer only four (4) of the following questions::
1. The Hound would kill anyone called Baskervilles.

2. It was an enormous and frightening dog.

3. Yes we can build hospitals and schools that are free.

4. Yes, He was a wicked man who killed his relatives using the dog to take their house.

5. He helped him to solve his crimes.

6. Yes. He tried to help people who are in troubles by solving their mysteries and crimes.

The Novel (Oliver Twist)D

8  A) Answer the following questions: 

1. In an old house in the slums.

2.  He accused him of killing Nancy and began to fight with Sikes. He also began to shout and 

told the people in the street to arrest Sikes.

3. He found a letter to Agnes, Oliver’s mother.

4.  The good people , Mrs Maylie, Rose, Mr. Brownlow, Dr Losberne, Harry and Nancy because 

they helped Oliver and did good actions.

5.  He threatened Monks that there was a woman who had been killed and he would be accused 

of killing her.

B) Read the following quotation and then answer the questions:

a) Sikes to Tobby Crackit.

b) He assured that the police arrested Fagin and the Artful Dodger.

c) Sikes came to hide there as he killed Nancy and the police were searching for him.

WritingE
9  Student’s own answers

TranslationF
10 A) Translate into English: 

�Y��A 9�4B �N3�DC*� 9�)3U� ���P �N3�DC* 9�4B ��D$��� −�
�9k� �D����� -���� �556��B 	��� ��3����� �4� 	)D]�� :$)�� 	� �D�/� −0

B) Translate into English:

The government can’t only satisfy people’s needs (demands) without youth’s help.
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Vocabulary

1  Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

b) loud29-d) artificial15-c) alarm1-

a) simply30-a) astronomer16-b) Burglar2-

a) orange31-b) nocturnal17-a) authorities3-

c) complaint32-a) stop18-b) horns4-

b) jewels33-b) reduce19-c) cause5-

a) succeeded34-d) illuminated20-b) increase6-

d) pickpocket35-a) Leisure21-d) stress7-

c) safe36-c) annoying22-c) burglars8-

c) powerful37-d) define23-c) gets up9-

c) off38-b) enforce24-c) goes off10-

a) off39-c) landing25-d) put up with11-

d) at40-a) law26-a) get rid of12-

d) shout27-c) arrived at13-

d) unwanted28-b) bought14-

2  Find the mistake in each of the following sentences, then write it correctly:

RightWrongRightWrong

outup9-pressurepress1-

pollutedpollutant10-seeinghearing2-

complaintscompliments11-authoritiessocieties3-

AstronomersAstrologers12-causecase4-

makedo13-becamebought5-

lakeleak14-catcharrive6-

aboutof15-offdown7-

hearinglistening8-
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Grammar
 

1  Choose the correct answer:

b) any31-c) piece16-d) much1-

c) too much32-b) noise17-b) many2-

d) was33-b) hair18-d) some3-

b) much34-b) many19-b) little4-

b) a35-d) some20-b) many5-

a) a few36-a) much21-c) bottle6-

d) much37-b) is22-c) are7-

b) comes38-d) much23-d) light8-

d) a loaf39-b) a24-a) much9-

c) an40-a) some25-b) coffee10-

d) a number41-d) a paper26-d) little11-

c) takes42-b) are27-b) glass12-

b) times43-d) much28-c) cup13-

aren’t44-b) much29-d) some14-

c) a45-c) was30-c) jar15-

2  Rewrite the following sentences:

1- I went to the shop and bought a bottle of milk.

2- I want a sheet of paper to write the letter.

3- There is a little time for doing this exercise.

4- How many jars of soup do you want?

5- The news that I heard from my friends was good.

6- There are few books on the shelf.

7- My luggage is always searched carefully in the airport.

8- Can I have a cup of tea, please?

9- Do you want to have any information?

10- How much land does this farmer have?

11- Twenty kilometers is a long distance to run.

12- There is much meat on this plate.

13- I have a small quantity of money now.

14- There are a few number of people in the wedding party.

15- There are many loaves of bread in the fridge.
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9 Based on Unit 18TTestest
Language FunctionsA

1  Finish the following dialogue:  

1. How old will you be?    2. I will try to come.

3. Who will be there in the party?   4. Thanks, it’s very kind of you.

2  Write what would you say in each of the following situations:

1. I am sorry to bother you, but your son broke my car.

2. I want to complain that I have little money, dad.

3. I am sorry to bother you, but the CD I bought is damaged.

4. Can I make a complain about this shoes?

Vocabulary and StructureB
3  Choose the correct answer: 

1- a) many 4- a) artificial 7- d) any 10- a) reduce
2- c) alarm 5- c) a paper 8- c) with 11- c) were
3- d) is 6- d) off 9- b) a 12- b) stress

4  Rewrite the following sentences using the word(s) in brackets to give the same meaning:    

1. How much time do you need to reach the airport?

2. How many students did the homework?

3. We have little money to travel.

4. How many pieces of meat can you eat?

5  Find and correct the mistake:

RightWrongRightWrong

illuminatedeliminated3-annoyingannoyed1-

trafficterrific4-joiningconnecting2-

ReadingC

6  Read the following passage, then answer the questions:

A) Answer the following questions:

1.  Factories pour waste matter in streams and rivers causing great loss of river life.

2.  Pesticides are sometimes poisonous and may be dangerous to many different wild animals 

all over the world.
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3.  Because of the increase in buildings for the increasing population which means the 
destruction of the beauty of the countryside.

4. Pollution in the River Thames and the River Nile has been greatly reduced.
B) Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

5. c)     6. a)

7  Answer only four (4) of the following questions::
1.  They may think a bright building is the sun or a bright area of land. They may be attracted to 

bright lights and not realize they are buildings until it’s too late.
2. We could attach flags etc. to brightly lit buildings to warn and scare them away.
3.  In our homes and work places, we should turn off lights that we do not need and make sure that 

our lights are only as powerful as they need to be. 
- In some modern buildings, lights come on only when there are people in a room. 
-  We should also    make sure that outside lights shine only on places that need to be illuminated 

and that street lights shine down and not up into the sky.
4. It is the light which can be seen over towns and cities at night.
5.  We wouldn’t be able to do anything except sleeping. Our life and work would stop and be dull. 

All sports would have to take place in daylight, i.e. no floodlit football matches. All leisure 
facilities would be open only during the day.

6. Orange light as it is so beautiful.

The Novel (Oliver Twist)D

8  A) Answer the following questions: 
1. Rose was Oliver’s aunt (his mother’s sister)
2. Fagin was sentenced to death.
3. Yes, as he committed several crimes against children and society.
4. He went to live in America and no one saw him again.
5. Yes, I think so as good people were all rewarded and the bad were all punished.

B) Read the following quotation and then answer the questions:
a) Mr. Brownlow said this to Monks.
b) Oliver Twist.
c) He admitted every thing about his father’s will and money.

WritingE
9  Student’s own answers

TranslationF
10 A) Translate into English: 

�l�!��� �D!��� 9���� h2��� @� a3�2��� ��3 "%�1�� @� −�
���D6 �>2= �jB 9* 	!A m�A�)B F�� �E V�$�%���� �'%��� −0

B) Translate into English:

There has been a great advance in medicine to increase health and happiness.
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F WorkbookTTestest
Language FunctionsA

1  Finish the following dialogue:  
1) What’s the problem, sir?   2) I do apologise.

3) Surely they could come/repair it now?  4) They will have repaired it before you go out.

2  Write what would you say in each of the following situations:
1) What do you think they should do? 2) I’m afraid he’s out at the moment.

3) How about taking the bus? / Why don’t you take the bus?

4) Perhaps I could speak to the manager.

Vocabulary and StructureB

3  Choose the correct answer: 

1- b) 4- a) 7- c) 10- a)

2- a) 5- b) 8- d) 11- c)

3- b) 6- b) 9- b) 12- a)

4   Rewrite the following sentences using the word(s) in brackets, to give the same meaning:

1. Sherlock Holmes was invented by Conan Doyle.  2. My lunch was eaten by someone!

3. There’s (only) a little sugar left in the container.  4. There is a lot of noise in that room!

5  Find and correct the mistake in the following sentences:

RightWrongRightWrong

detectiveastronomer3-crimecriminal1-

prisonspace4-stolen/takengiven2-

ReadingC

6  Read the following passage, then answer the questions:

A) Answer the following questions:

1. They do not know about twenty percent of them.

2. They will study more species of insects.

3.  They can help plants to grow, they remove natural rubbish and they are food for many birds 

and animals.

4. Students’ own answers

B) Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:          5. a)    6. c) 
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7  Answer only four (4) of the following questions:
1- Because the population of the world is growing.   2- Students’ own answers
3- He is going to inherit the family home, Baskerville Hall.

4 – 5 – 6 : Students’ own answers

The Novel (Oliver Twist)D

8  Answer the following questions:
1. Students’ own answers
2. Edward Leeford is the half-brother of Oliver. He  uses the name Monks.
3. Students’ own answers
4. They said that Mrs Bumble took a gold locket and some papers from Nurse Sally when she died.
5. The papers say that Rose Maylie is Agnes’s younger sister.
B) Read the following quotation and then answer the questions:
a) He is talking to Mr Brownlow. b) His brother is Oliver Twist.
c)  He is greedy and cruel because he wants Oliver to be a thief so that he won’t inherit from his father.

WritingE
9  Student’s own answers

TranslationF
10 A) Translate into Arabic: 

��5D�
 [��>3 ( O�D]�=5E T �D=5EQ %��3* ��* �!n "%�1�� @�
�&E* F��. [��3U ��>2�� @� %��4� h�* �]���=%* 2� H>!2�'�

B) Translate into English:

Every careless person should be punished for his / her / their carelessness.

F LongmanTTestest

Language FunctionsA

1  Finish the following dialogue:  

1. Where have you been? / Where did you go after university?

2. No, I’m not sorry about it at all. I like it there.

3. Life there is quite healthy because it’s away from the pollution and the crowds of Cairo.

4. What advice can you give me? / What do you advise me to do?

2  Write what would you say in each of the following situations:
1. Why are you angry?

2. I haven’t made any plans yet. / I’m going to go to Marsa Matruh.
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3. We’re travelling next Thursday, aren’t we?

4.  I disagree. I think it’s good that we can get things from many different countries that we didn’t 

have before.

Vocabulary and StructureB

3  Choose the correct answer: 

1- c) 4- b) 7- d) 10- a)

2- c) 5- a) 8- b) 11- c)

3- a) 6- d) 9- c) 12- b)

4   Rewrite the following sentences using the word(s) in brackets, to give the same meaning:

1. How many jars of jam do you want?

2. He had done all his work before the mail was sent (by him)

3. He will have prepared to travel by 6 o’clock.

4. There is little luggage in the hotel lobby.

5  Find and correct the mistake in the following sentences:

RightWrongRightWrong

offup3-reachedbecame1-

outof4-boredboring2-

ReadingC

6  Read the following passage, then answer the questions:

A) Answer the following questions:

1. He wanted Buck to pull a sled. / He wanted to look for gold (and he needed Buck to pull a sled).

2. It means Alaska / the far north.

3. They fell into the river and drowned.

4. He knew the ice was too thin. / He was afraid to go on the thin ice.

B) Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

5. b)     6. d) 

7  Answer only four (4) of the following questions:
1. The legend says that a wild dog/hound will kill anyone called Baskerville.

2. Students’ own answers.   3. Students’ own answers.

4. Students’ own answers.

5.  Because of light pollution, it never gets dark in some places. This makes it impossible for us to 

see the night sky and for astronomers to study the stars. It also can affect the lives of nocturnal 

birds and animals.

6. Students’ own answers.
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The Novel (Oliver Twist)D

8  A) Answer the following questions:
1. She was Agnes, the mother of Oliver Twist.
2. Mr Brownlow was/had been the best friend of Monks’s father.
3. Because Bill Sikes died when he jumped from the roof.
4. They wanted to ask him where some papers were. (The papers showed who Rose Maylie was.)
5. Student’s own answers.

B) Read the following quotation and then answer the questions:
1. Mr Bumble said this.
2.  They were said in the hotel after Fagin’s gang was arrested/at the end of the story/after Bill 

Sikes died.
3.  Students’ own answers. (He probably didn’t mean them because he had always thought 

Oliver was bad)

WritingE
9  Student’s own answers

TranslationF
10 A) Translate into Arabic: 

��%����� hC\)!� ���6 "�e� ����
 +5��� @� −�
�"<* 9��!= 	� V������ 	!A ;��3 9* D&��� @� −0

B) Translate into English:

Our modern way of communication has become possible because of satellites.
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